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to help children understand the culture and
tradition of each group. The Miao clan has their
own legend of how people are created.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789888290284
CHI69276 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

CHILDREN/BOOK/BOARD & POP-UP BOOKS:
Hurry Home, Hedgehog!
Hurry Home, Hedgehog! (E/C)
by Belle Yang
Somerville : 2015. 24 p.
Wet weather is coming - whoosh! Hedgehog hurries
along - pitter patter. What other sounds does he
hear along the way? A bilingual board book in
English and Chinese with a pinyin translation at
book’s end allows readers to see how sound
effects translate.
For ages 1~5. ISBN: 9780763665982
CHI71282 US$8.40(CA$12.00)

繪本中華民族神話: 滿族
Hui ben Zhonghua min zu shen hua: Man zu
Xianggang : 2014. 76 p.. Paperback
Chinese people actually are made up of different
heritages, such as: Han, Manchu, Miao,
Mongolian, Tibetan, etc. The book's objective is
to help children understand the culture and
tradition of each group. The Man clan is also
known as the Manchu people. Their legends have
kind and lovely fairies and princesses.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789888290277
CHI69277 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

Squirrel Round and Round
Squirrel Round and Round (E/C)
by Belle Yang
Somerville : 2015. 24 p.
Squirrel is busy all year long, from one season
into the next and back again. Birds feed their
babies in spring, fireflies wink on a summer
night, yellow leaves flutter in fall, and
squirrel makes fresh tracks in winter's snow.
Look for an explanation of tonal marks at the
end of the story, along with a pinyin
translation of the Chinese characters.
For ages 1~5. ISBN: 9780763665975
CHI71283 US$8.40(CA$12.00)

繪本中華民族神話: 藏族
Hui ben Zhonghua min zu shen hua: Zang zu
Xianggang : 2014. 88 p.. Paperback
Chinese people actually are made up of different
heritages, such as: Han, Manchu, Miao,
Mongolian, Tibetan, etc. The book's objective is
to help children understand the culture and
tradition of each group. The Zang clan is also
known as the Tibetan people. Their legends have
brave and courageous princes and kings.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789888290291
CHI69278 US$19.60(CA$28.00)
繪本中華民族神話: 維吾爾族
Hui ben Zhonghua min zu shen hua: Weiwuer zu
Xianggang : 2014. 88 p.. Paperback
Chinese people actually are made up of different
heritages, such as: Han, Manchu, Miao,
Mongolian, Tibetan, etc. The book's objective is
to help children understand the culture and
tradition of each group. The Weiwuer clan is
also known as the Uighur people. Their fairy
tales involves nature, such as the children of
trees, the secret of spring water, etc.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789888290314
CHI69279 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

CHILDREN/BOOK/COUNTRY, CULTURE,
PEOPLE:
繪本中華民族神話: 朝鮮族
Hui ben Zhonghua min zu shen hua: Chaoxian zu
Xianggang : 2014. 88 p.. Paperback
Chinese people actually are made up of different
heritages, such as: Han, Manchu, Miao,
Mongolian, Tibetan, etc. The book's objective is
to help children understand the culture and
tradition of each group. This book focuses on
the Chaoxian group which is known in modern time
as Koreans.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789888290321
CHI69202 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

繪本中華民族神話: 蒙古族
Hui ben Zhonghua min zu shen hua: Menggu zu
Xianggang : 2014. 88 p.. Paperback
Chinese people actually are made up of different
heritages, such as: Han, Manchu, Miao,
Mongolian, Tibetan, etc. The book's objective is
to help children understand the culture and
tradition of each group. The Menggu clan, also
known as Mongolian, has many interesting fairy

繪本中華民族神話: 苗族
Hui ben Zhonghua min zu shen hua: Miao zu
Xianggang : 2014. 80 p.. Paperback
Chinese people actually are made up of different
heritages, such as: Han, Manchu, Miao,
Mongolian, Tibetan, etc. The book's objective is
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tales, including the creation of humankind.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789888290307
CHI69280 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

February 2015

belong to the Han clan. This book introduces the
origin of the Han clan, plus legends of the Carp
fish leaping over the dragon gate, a dog from
heaven that ate the moon, and the origin of new
year. This is vol. 3 of a 3 volumes set.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789888236398
CHI69292 US$17.50(CA$25.00)

繪本中華民族神話: 黎族及傣族
Hui ben Zhonghua min zu shen hua: Li zu ji Tai
zu
Xianggang : 2014. 88 p.. Paperback
Chinese people actually are made up of different
heritages, such as: Han, Manchu, Miao,
Mongolian, Tibetan, etc. The book's objective is
to help children understand the culture and
tradition of each group. The Li and Tai clans
are in southern China. Their legends include a
fairy lake, a peacock princess and a golden
deer.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789888290338
CHI69281 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

Mind Map 圖典: 一起去旅行
Mind Map tu dian: Yi qi qu lu xing
by Weihao Ouyang
Xianggang : 2014. Paperback
The book is designed and compiled by a team of
educators who care for the learning process and
mental development of children. The bright
colorful pictures and bilingual Chinese/English
text entice children to learn about their common
daily activities. Parents are encouraged to read
the book along with their child(ren).
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789888287468
CHI69946 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

繪本中華民族神話: 漢族
Hui ben Zhonghua min zu shen hua: Han zu 1
Xianggang : 2014. 76 p.. Paperback
Chinese people actually are made up of different
heritages, such as: Han, Manchu, Miao,
Mongolian, Tibetan, etc. The book's objective is
to help children understand the culture and
tradition of each group. Majority of Chinese
belong to the Han clan. This book introduces the
origin of the Han clan. This is vol. 1 of a 3
volumes set.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789888263974
CHI69290 US$17.50(CA$25.00)

CHILDREN/BOOK/FABLES, FOLKTALES,
LEGENDS:
繪本中華民族神話: 朝鮮族
Hui ben Zhonghua min zu shen hua: Chaoxian zu
Xianggang : 2014. 88 p.. Paperback
Chinese people actually are made up of different
heritages, such as: Han, Manchu, Miao,
Mongolian, Tibetan, etc. The book's objective is
to help children understand the culture and
tradition of each group. This book focuses on
the Chaoxian group which is known in modern time
as Koreans.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789888290321
CHI69202 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

繪本中華民族神話: 漢族
Hui ben Zhonghua min zu shen hua: Han zu 2
Xianggang : 2014. 80 p.. Paperback
hinese people actually are made up of different
heritages, such as: Han, Manchu, Miao,
Mongolian, Tibetan, etc. The book's objective is
to help children understand the culture and
tradition of each group. Majority of Chinese
belong to the Han clan. This book introduces the
origin of the Han clan and its classic romantic
love stories. This is vol. 2 of a 3 volumes set.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789888263981
CHI69291 US$17.50(CA$25.00)

狐假虎威
Hu jia hu wei
by Yingying Yang
Beijing : 2014. 16 p.. Paperback
Tiger wants Fox to be his dinner, but Fox is
cunning, he lies to Tiger that he is a messenger
sent from heaven. Then because Tiger believes
him, Fox begins to bully other animals in the
jungle. The story reflects those people who take
advantage of other people's power to bully the
less fortunate. Text in Simplified Chinese and
English with Pinyin pronunciation.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9787508526553
CHI69227 US$11.20(CA$16.00)

繪本中華民族神話: 漢族
Hui ben Zhonghua min zu shen hua: Han zu 3
Xianggang : 2014. Paperback
Chinese people actually are made up of different
heritages, such as: Han, Manchu, Miao,
Mongolian, Tibetan, etc. The book's objective is
to help children understand the culture and
tradition of each group. Majority of Chinese
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小马过河
Xiao ma guo he
by Yingying Yang
Beijing : 2014. 16 p.. Paperback
The story motivates children to use their brain
power to solve problems. Text in Simplified
Chinese and English with Pinyin pronunciation.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9787508526607
CHI69228 US$11.20(CA$16.00)

February 2015

鲤鱼跳龙门
Li yu tiao long men
by Yingying Yang
Beijing : 2014. 16 p.. Paperback
A school of little carps begins their journey
toward the Dragon Gate. When they reach there,
they have to leap over the beautiful Gate to
have a happy life. Text in Simplified Chinese
and English with Pinyin pronunciation.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9787508526638
CHI69232 US$11.20(CA$16.00)

老虎学艺
Lao hu xue yi
by Yingying Yang
Beijing : 2014. 16 p.. Paperback
Tiger hears that Cat is very good in martial
arts, so he asks Cat to be his teacher. Cat
teaches Tiger a lot of martial arts skills, but
when Tiger thinks that his martial arts is good
enough, he wants to have Cat as his dinner.
Luckily Cat has not taught Tiger all the skills.
Text in Simplified Chinese and English with
Pinyin pronunciation.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9787508526577
CHI69229 US$11.20(CA$16.00)

老鼠嫁女
Lao shu jia nu
by Yingying Yang
Beijing : 2014. 16 p.. Paperback
Mouse Daddy wants to find the best mouse on
earth to be his daughter's groom. After
searching for a long time, he concludes that Cat
is the most powerful one. Text in Simplified
Chinese and English with Pinyin pronunciation.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9787508526584
CHI69233 US$11.20(CA$16.00)
小兔子乖乖
Xiao tu zi guai guai
by Yingying Yang
Beijing : 2014. 16 p.. Paperback
The story teaches children about home safety -should not open the door to strangers. The
Bunnie in the story listens to its mommy and out
smart the big bad wolf. Text in Simplified
Chinese and English with Pinyin pronunciation.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9787508526614
CHI69234 US$11.20(CA$16.00)

龟兔赛跑
Gui tu sai pao
by Yingying Yang
Beijing : 2014. 16 p.. Paperback
Rabbit and Tortoise get into a race. Rabbit
teases the slow Tortoise, and feels confident
that he will win. In the middle of the race,
Rabbit thinks that he can take a nap because he
is so far ahead of Tortoise. But Tortoise does
not give up, he tries his best. When Rabbit
wakes up, Tortoise has already reached the
finish line. Text in Simplified Chinese and
English with Pinyin pronunciation.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9787508526546
CHI69230 US$11.20(CA$16.00)

小蝌蚪找妈妈
Xiao ke dou zhao ma ma
by Yingying Yang
Beijing : 2014. 16 p.. Paperback
Born under a lotus leaf, little Tadpole looks
for its mommy. How does mommy look? Mommy has
four legs, white belly and wears a green jacket
... Should not be too difficult to find. Text in
Simplified Chinese and English with Pinyin
pronunciation.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9787508526591
CHI69235 US$11.20(CA$16.00)

小猫钓鱼
Xiao mao diao yu
by Yingying Yang
Beijing : 2014. 16 p.. Paperback
Kitten fishes by the river, but he keeps getting
distracted, when a butterfly or a dragonfly
flies by, Kitten goes chasing after it. At the
end, he goes home empty handed. So Mama Cat
teaches Kitten the concept of concentration.
Text in Simplified Chinese and English with
Pinyin pronunciation.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9787508526621
CHI69231 US$11.20(CA$16.00)

繪本中華民族神話: 苗族
Hui ben Zhonghua min zu shen hua: Miao zu
Xianggang : 2014. 80 p.. Paperback
Chinese people actually are made up of different
heritages, such as: Han, Manchu, Miao,
Mongolian, Tibetan, etc. The book's objective is
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to help children understand the culture and
tradition of each group. The Miao clan has their
own legend of how people are created.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789888290284
CHI69276 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

February 2015

tales, including the creation of humankind.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789888290307
CHI69280 US$19.60(CA$28.00)
繪本中華民族神話: 黎族及傣族
Hui ben Zhonghua min zu shen hua: Li zu ji Tai
zu
Xianggang : 2014. 88 p.. Paperback
Chinese people actually are made up of different
heritages, such as: Han, Manchu, Miao,
Mongolian, Tibetan, etc. The book's objective is
to help children understand the culture and
tradition of each group. The Li and Tai clans
are in southern China. Their legends include a
fairy lake, a peacock princess and a golden
deer.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789888290338
CHI69281 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

繪本中華民族神話: 滿族
Hui ben Zhonghua min zu shen hua: Man zu
Xianggang : 2014. 76 p.. Paperback
Chinese people actually are made up of different
heritages, such as: Han, Manchu, Miao,
Mongolian, Tibetan, etc. The book's objective is
to help children understand the culture and
tradition of each group. The Man clan is also
known as the Manchu people. Their legends have
kind and lovely fairies and princesses.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789888290277
CHI69277 US$19.60(CA$28.00)
繪本中華民族神話: 藏族
Hui ben Zhonghua min zu shen hua: Zang zu
Xianggang : 2014. 88 p.. Paperback
Chinese people actually are made up of different
heritages, such as: Han, Manchu, Miao,
Mongolian, Tibetan, etc. The book's objective is
to help children understand the culture and
tradition of each group. The Zang clan is also
known as the Tibetan people. Their legends have
brave and courageous princes and kings.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789888290291
CHI69278 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

繪本中華民族神話: 漢族
Hui ben Zhonghua min zu shen hua: Han zu 1
Xianggang : 2014. 76 p.. Paperback
Chinese people actually are made up of different
heritages, such as: Han, Manchu, Miao,
Mongolian, Tibetan, etc. The book's objective is
to help children understand the culture and
tradition of each group. Majority of Chinese
belong to the Han clan. This book introduces the
origin of the Han clan. This is vol. 1 of a 3
volumes set.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789888263974
CHI69290 US$17.50(CA$25.00)

繪本中華民族神話: 維吾爾族
Hui ben Zhonghua min zu shen hua: Weiwuer zu
Xianggang : 2014. 88 p.. Paperback
Chinese people actually are made up of different
heritages, such as: Han, Manchu, Miao,
Mongolian, Tibetan, etc. The book's objective is
to help children understand the culture and
tradition of each group. The Weiwuer clan is
also known as the Uighur people. Their fairy
tales involves nature, such as the children of
trees, the secret of spring water, etc.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789888290314
CHI69279 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

繪本中華民族神話: 漢族
Hui ben Zhonghua min zu shen hua: Han zu 2
Xianggang : 2014. 80 p.. Paperback
hinese people actually are made up of different
heritages, such as: Han, Manchu, Miao,
Mongolian, Tibetan, etc. The book's objective is
to help children understand the culture and
tradition of each group. Majority of Chinese
belong to the Han clan. This book introduces the
origin of the Han clan and its classic romantic
love stories. This is vol. 2 of a 3 volumes set.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789888263981
CHI69291 US$17.50(CA$25.00)

繪本中華民族神話: 蒙古族
Hui ben Zhonghua min zu shen hua: Menggu zu
Xianggang : 2014. 88 p.. Paperback
Chinese people actually are made up of different
heritages, such as: Han, Manchu, Miao,
Mongolian, Tibetan, etc. The book's objective is
to help children understand the culture and
tradition of each group. The Menggu clan, also
known as Mongolian, has many interesting fairy

繪本中華民族神話: 漢族
Hui ben Zhonghua min zu shen hua: Han zu 3
Xianggang : 2014. Paperback
Chinese people actually are made up of different
heritages, such as: Han, Manchu, Miao,
Mongolian, Tibetan, etc. The book's objective is
to help children understand the culture and
tradition of each group. Majority of Chinese
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belong to the Han clan. This book introduces the
origin of the Han clan, plus legends of the Carp
fish leaping over the dragon gate, a dog from
heaven that ate the moon, and the origin of new
year. This is vol. 3 of a 3 volumes set.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789888236398
CHI69292 US$17.50(CA$25.00)

February 2015

冬天的童话
Dong tian de tong hua
by Bo Jin
Beijing : 2014. 96 p.. Paperback
From these season related stories, children will
learn to be kind. All the stories are from
popular or award-winning writers of present
time. Illustrations are beautiful traditional
Chinese paintings of water color. Pinyin
pronunctions are included.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9787122192400
CHI68782 US$14.00(CA$20.00)

CHILDREN/BOOK/JUVENILE FICTION:
第一本培養孩子耐心等待玩邏輯
Di yi ben pei yang hai zi nai xin ...
by Beatrice Egemar
Xianggang : 2014. 120 p.. Paperback
Nine stories and 48 creative games for children
to develop patience while waiting for their
turns in various situations.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789622388475
CHI68413 US$18.20(CA$26.00)

秋天的童话
Qiu tian de tong hua
by Hongbo Gao
Beijing : 2014. 96 p.. Paperback
Children will appreciate these interesting
season relating stories along with beautiful
pictures of traditional Chinese watercolor. All
the stories are by well know or award-winning
writers of present time. Pinyin pronunctions are
provided.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9787122193506
CHI68783 US$14.00(CA$20.00)

第一本培養孩子專注想像玩創意
Di yi ben pei yang hai zi zhuan zhu ...
by Beatrice Egemar
Xianggang : 2014. 120 p.. Paperback
Based on nine stories and 47 creative game
ideas, the book is designed to help children
develop concentration and imagination skills.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789622388482
CHI68414 US$18.20(CA$26.00)

窩心的親子襪
Wo xin de qin zi wa
by Xiaoxia
Xianggang : 2014. Paperback
The author is an award-winning children's
storyteller. The objective of stories is for
smaller children to start having the concept of
saving, and for older children to learn managing
money.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789881667359
CHI68974 US$8.40(CA$12.00)

夏天的童话
Xia tian de tong hua
by Bo Jin
Beijing : 2014. 96 p.. Paperback
The book consists of popular or award-winning
children's stories of present time.
Illustrations are traditional Chinese watercolor paintings. Stories are related to the four
seasons, and each story has pinyin pronunctions.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9787122193438
CHI68780 US$14.00(CA$20.00)

頭髮上的鳥窩
Tou fa shang de niao wo
Xianggang : 2014. 80 p..
Story deals with small children's psychology -to overcome shyness and change the behavior of
overly stubborness.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789620860287
CHI69109 US$14.00(CA$20.00)

春天的童话
Chun tian de tong hua
by Bo Jin
Beijing : 2014. 96 p.. Paperback
Interesting stories and beautiful pictures to
foster kindness and wisdom in children -- all
the stories are from popular or award-winning
authors of present time. Pinyin pronunciations
are provided.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9787122192615
CHI68781 US$14.00(CA$20.00)

小木馬當郵差
Xiao mu ma dang you chai
Xianggang : 2014. 80 p..
Stories teach small children to be mindful and
to be courteous. The objective is to help
parents guide their children to develop good
behavior.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789620860294
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Xianggang : 2014. 16 p..
Play this fun game with your child(ren), foster
their observation skills, the 100 Chinese and
English words will increase your child(ren)'s
vocubulary.
For ages 1~11. ISBN: 9789620860348
CHI69098 US$14.00(CA$20.00)

小鼴鼠想旅行
Xiao yan shu xiang lu xing
Xianggang : 2014. 80 p..
Stories help parents understand the psychology
of small children. The moral lessons here teach
children to work on their shortcomings and to
control their demands.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789620860256
CHI69111 US$14.00(CA$20.00)

幼兒必學字.詞.句: 我的朋友
You er bi xue zi. ci. ju: Wo de peng you
Xianggang : 2014. 56 p..
Learning to speak or to write, every child goes
through the same process, learn single words
first, then put words together to form phrases,
and finally make complete sentences. The book
introduces 100 most common words children can
relate to, plus meanings and pinyin
pronunciations, etc.
For ages 1~11. ISBN: 9789620860379
CHI69104 US$15.40(CA$22.00)

不愛洗澡的小白狗
Bu ai xi zao de xiao bai gou
by Meihui Wang
Taibei : 2014. 80 p..
Hey kids, you don't like taking baths, do you?
You are not alone. The king of Pitchy-darky
kingdom is welcoming all kids who don't like to
take baths. In his kingdom, kids not only don't
take baths, they don't homeworks either, and
they will get plenty of tasty foods to eat.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789865806217
CHI69885 US$14.00(CA$20.00)

幼兒必學字.詞.句: 我的身體
You er bi xue zi. ci. ju: Wo de shen ti
Xianggang : 2014. 56 p.. Paperback
The book introduces 100 common words that
children can relate to. The objective is to
entice them to use single words to make phrases
and then sentences. Pinyin pronunciations are
included.
For ages 1~11. ISBN: 9789620860386
CHI69105 US$15.40(CA$22.00)

CHILDREN/BOOK/LANGUAGES,
DICTIONARIES:
幼兒必學字.詞.句: 我的學校
You er bi xue zi. ci. ju: Wo de xue xiao
Xianggang : 2014. 56 p.. Paperback
Teaching small children any language, must start
from the basics -- learn single words, then
phrases, and finally make sentences. All the
words are from common everyday things that
children can relate to. The book also promote
children's interest in reading.
For ages 1~11. ISBN: 9789620860362
CHI69096 US$15.40(CA$22.00)

幼兒必學字.詞.句: 我的家
You er bi xue zi. ci. ju: Wo de jia
Xianggang : 2014. 56 p.. Paperback
Through what small children are interested in,
the book introduces 100 words, from them,
children will learn to make phrases, and then
sentences. The aim is to pique children's
interesting in learning. Pinyin pronunciations
are included.
For ages 1~11. ISBN: 9789620860393
CHI69106 US$15.40(CA$22.00)

寶寶找一找 : 第一個要學的字
Bao bao zhao yi zhao : di yi ge xue de zi
Xianggang : 2014. 16 p..
Hey let's play the game of "treasure hunt". Have
fun with your child(ren), boost their
observation skills, expand their vocabulary,
learn the 100 Chinese and English words in the
book.
For ages 1~11. ISBN: 9789620860331
CHI69097 US$14.00(CA$20.00)

幼兒365中文字典
You er 365 zhong wen zi dian
Xianggang : 2014.
The selected words are the most commonly used
single words in primary school education. Each
word consists of meaning, pinyin pronunciations,
English translation, synonym, etc. plus 400
illustrations.
For ages 6~14. ISBN: 9789620860423
CHI69901 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

寶寶找一找 : 遊戲時間
Bao bao zhao yi zhao : you xi shi jian
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My First Chinese Words : Traditional (36
Books+CD)
Palo Alto, CA : 2015. Paperback
My First Chinese Words is the best place to
start teaching your child Chinese. 36 books with
easy-to-read scripts and vivid illustrations
that make learning Chinese fun and natural. My
First Chinese Words teaches over 150 words
covering 22 topics from a child's world, like
family, friends, food, animals, home, school and
more. The accompanying Audio CD allows children
to hear the correct pronunciation of words and
learn as naturally as they would in a native
speaking environment. Text in Traditional
Chinese characters, Pinyin.
For ages 1~11. ISBN: 9789629781415
CHI71246 US$56.00(CA$80.00)

My first Chinese reader 2 Textbook - Simplified
Palo Alto, CA : 2015. Paperback
Specially designed for children living in nonChinese speaking communities, these books
feature a spiral-up lesson structure that builds
upon and applies previous material, so children
can learn Chinese naturally--the way they would
in a native environment. Vividly illustrated
with a comprehensive selection of sentence
patterns, easy-to-read Chinese characters,
Pinyin, and colorful pictures, this book
introduces young readers to basic Chinese
sentences in a daily living environment. This is
volume 2 of a 4 volumes set. Text in Simplified
Chinese, English, Pinyin.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789629781408
CHI71335 US$24.50(CA$35.00)

My first Chinese words : Simplified (36
Books+CD)
Palo Alto, CA : 2015.
My First Chinese Words is the best place to
start teaching your child Chinese. 36 books with
easy-to-read scripts and vivid illustrations
that make learning Chinese fun and natural. My
First Chinese Words teaches over 150 words
covering 22 topics from a child's world, like
family, friends, food, animals, home, school and
more. The accompanying Audio CD allows children
to hear the correct pronunciation of words and
learn as naturally as they would in a native
speaking environment. Text in Simplified
Chinese, Pinyin.
For ages 1~11. ISBN: 9789629783594
CHI71325 US$56.00(CA$80.00)

My first Chinese reader 3 Textbook - Simplified
Palo Alto, CA : 2015. Paperback
Specially designed for children living in nonChinese speaking communities, these books
feature a spiral-up lesson structure that builds
upon and applies previous material, so children
can learn Chinese naturally--the way they would
in a native environment. Vividly illustrated
with a comprehensive selection of sentence
patterns, easy-to-read Chinese characters,
Pinyin, and colorful pictures, this book
introduces young readers to basic Chinese
sentences in a daily living environment. This is
volume 3 of a 4 volumes set. Text in Simplified
Chinese, English, Pinyin.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789629781583
CHI71336 US$28.00(CA$40.00)

My first Chinese reader 1 Textbook - Simplified
Palo Alto, CA : 2015. Paperback
Specially designed for children living in nonChinese speaking communities, these books
feature a spiral-up lesson structure that builds
upon and applies previous material, so children
can learn Chinese naturally--the way they would
in a native environment. Vividly illustrated
with a comprehensive selection of sentence
patterns, easy-to-read Chinese characters,
Pinyin, and colorful pictures, this book
introduces young readers to basic Chinese
sentences in a daily living environment. This is
volume 1 of a 4 volumes set. Text in Simplified
Chinese, English, Pinyin.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789629780265
CHI71334 US$24.50(CA$35.00)

My first Chinese reader 4 Textbook - Simplified
Palo Alto, CA : 2015. Paperback
Specially designed for children living in nonChinese speaking communities, these books
feature a spiral-up lesson structure that builds
upon and applies previous material, so children
can learn Chinese naturally--the way they would
in a native environment. Vividly illustrated
with a comprehensive selection of sentence
patterns, easy-to-read Chinese characters,
Pinyin, and colorful pictures, this book
introduces young readers to basic Chinese
sentences in a daily living environment. This is
volume 4 of a 4 volumes set. Text in Simplified
Chinese, English, Pinyin.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789629781606
CHI71337 US$28.00(CA$40.00)
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My first Chinese reader 1 Textbook Traditional
Palo Alto, CA : 2015. Paperback
Specially designed for children living in nonChinese speaking communities, these books
feature a spiral-up lesson structure that builds
upon and applies previous material, so children
can learn Chinese naturally--the way they would
in a native environment. Vividly illustrated
with a comprehensive selection of sentence
patterns, easy-to-read Chinese characters,
Pinyin, and colorful pictures, this book
introduces young readers to basic Chinese
sentences in a daily living environment. This is
volume 1 of a 4 volumes set. Text in Traditional
Chinese, English, Pinyin.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789629781231
CHI71338 US$24.50(CA$35.00)

February 2015

CHI71340 US$28.00(CA$40.00)
My first Chinese reader 4 Textbook Traditional
Palo Alto, CA : 2015. Paperback
Specially designed for children living in nonChinese speaking communities, these books
feature a spiral-up lesson structure that builds
upon and applies previous material, so children
can learn Chinese naturally--the way they would
in a native environment. Vividly illustrated
with a comprehensive selection of sentence
patterns, easy-to-read Chinese characters,
Pinyin, and colorful pictures, this book
introduces young readers to basic Chinese
sentences in a daily living environment. This is
volume 4 of a 4 volumes set. Text in Traditional
Chinese, English, Pinyin.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789629781613
CHI71341 US$28.00(CA$40.00)

My first Chinese reader 2 Textbook Traditional
Palo Alto, CA : 2015. Paperback
Specially designed for children living in nonChinese speaking communities, these books
feature a spiral-up lesson structure that builds
upon and applies previous material, so children
can learn Chinese naturally--the way they would
in a native environment. Vividly illustrated
with a comprehensive selection of sentence
patterns, easy-to-read Chinese characters,
Pinyin, and colorful pictures, this book
introduces young readers to basic Chinese
sentences in a daily living environment. This is
volume 2 of a 4 volumes set. Text in Traditional
Chinese, English, Pinyin.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789629781507
CHI71339 US$24.50(CA$35.00)

Discovering Chinese vol. 1 Textbook Simplified
Palo Alto, CA : 2015. Paperback
Discovering Chinese is a set of textbooks
specifically designed for beginner-intermediate
level students, grades 6 through 12, who are
learning Chinese in non-Chinese speaking
communities and consists of 4 volumes. This is
vol. 1 of 4. Text in Simplified Chinese,
English, Pinyin.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789629782429
CHI71342 US$28.00(CA$40.00)
Discovering Chinese vol. 2 Textbook Simplified
Palo Alto, CA : 2015. Paperback
Discovering Chinese is a set of textbooks
specifically designed for beginner-intermediate
level students, grades 6 through 12, who are
learning Chinese in non-Chinese speaking
communities and consists of 4 volumes. This is
vol. 2 of 4. Text in Simplified Chinese,
English, Pinyin.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789629782450
CHI71343 US$24.50(CA$35.00)

My first Chinese reader 3 Textbook Traditional
Palo Alto, CA : 2015. Paperback
Specially designed for children living in nonChinese speaking communities, these books
feature a spiral-up lesson structure that builds
upon and applies previous material, so children
can learn Chinese naturally--the way they would
in a native environment. Vividly illustrated
with a comprehensive selection of sentence
patterns, easy-to-read Chinese characters,
Pinyin, and colorful pictures, this book
introduces young readers to basic Chinese
sentences in a daily living environment. This is
volume 3 of a 4 volumes set. Text in Traditional
Chinese, English, Pinyin.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789629781576

Discovering Chinese vol. 3 Textbook Simplified
Palo Alto, CA : 2015.
Discovering Chinese is a set of textbooks
specifically designed for beginner-intermediate
level students, grades 6 through 12, who are
learning Chinese in non-Chinese speaking
communities and consists of 4 volumes. This is
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vol. 3 of 4. Text in Simplified Chinese,
English, Pinyin.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789629782481
CHI71344 US$28.00(CA$40.00)

February 2015

CHI71348 US$28.00(CA$40.00)
Discovering Chinese vol. 4 Textbook Traditional
Palo Alto, CA : 2015. Paperback
Discovering Chinese is a set of textbooks
specifically designed for beginner-intermediate
level students, grades 6 through 12, who are
learning Chinese in non-Chinese speaking
communities and consists of 4 volumes. This is
vol. 4 of 4. Text in Traditional Chinese,
English, Pinyin.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9781606030073
CHI71349 US$28.00(CA$40.00)

Discovering Chinese vol. 4 Textbook Simplified
Palo Alto, CA : 2015.
Discovering Chinese is a set of textbooks
specifically designed for beginner-intermediate
level students, grades 6 through 12, who are
learning Chinese in non-Chinese speaking
communities and consists of 4 volumes. This is
vol. 4 of 4. Text in Simplified Chinese,
English, Pinyin.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789629782511
CHI71345 US$28.00(CA$40.00)

My first Chinese stories - Nature (Simplified)
Palo Alto, CA : 2015. Paperback
"My First Chinese Stories" is a set of companion
readers to the series "My First Chinese Words"
and "My First Chinese Reader". The set includes
7 storybooks that extend upon the topics found
in the “My First Chinese Words” series to
reflect on the social-emotional growth of
children. Each story is supplemented with
controlled vocabulary, sentence structures and
interactive games and exercises that add a
dimension of fun to learning the language and
lead to further inquiry into the topics covered.
This titles is about nature. Text in Simplified
Chinese, English, Pinyin.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9781606033012
CHI71350 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

Discovering Chinese vol. 1 Textbook Traditional
Palo Alto, CA : 2015. Paperback
Discovering Chinese is a set of textbooks
specifically designed for beginner-intermediate
level students, grades 6 through 12, who are
learning Chinese in non-Chinese speaking
communities and consists of 4 volumes. This is
vol. 1 of 4. Text in Traditional Chinese,
English, Pinyin.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9781606030042
CHI71346 US$24.50(CA$35.00)
Discovering Chinese vol. 2 Textbook Traditional
Palo Alto, CA : 2015. Paperback
Discovering Chinese is a set of textbooks
specifically designed for beginner-intermediate
level students, grades 6 through 12, who are
learning Chinese in non-Chinese speaking
communities and consists of 4 volumes. This is
vol. 2 of 4. Text in Traditional Chinese,
English, Pinyin.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9781606030059
CHI71347 US$24.50(CA$35.00)

My first Chinese stories - Happiness
(Simplified)
Palo Alto, CA : 2015. Paperback
"My First Chinese Stories" is a set of companion
readers to the series "My First Chinese Words"
and "My First Chinese Reader". The set includes
7 storybooks that extend upon the topics found
in the “My First Chinese Words” series to
reflect on the social-emotional growth of
children. Each story is supplemented with
controlled vocabulary, sentence structures and
interactive games and exercises that add a
dimension of fun to learning the language and
lead to further inquiry into the topics covered.
This title is about happiness. Text in
Simplified Chinese, English, Pinyin.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9781606032381
CHI71351 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

Discovering Chinese vol. 3 Textbook Traditional
Palo Alto, CA : 2015. Paperback
Discovering Chinese is a set of textbooks
specifically designed for beginner-intermediate
level students, grades 6 through 12, who are
learning Chinese in non-Chinese speaking
communities and consists of 4 volumes. This is
vol. 3 of 4. Text in Traditional Chinese,
English, Pinyin.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9781606030066
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I love Chinese : Traditional (12 Books+1 CD)
Palo Alto, CA : 2015. Paperback
These 12 introductory books are a perfect
starter set for young learners. All-new topics
cover subjects such as basic greetings/phrases,
shapes, places, tastes, seasons, animals,
insects, sports and more in the same familiar My
First Chinese Words format. The books are
brightly colored, friendly, and have lively
illustrations that appeal to young learners,
making learning Chinese a fun and natural part
of story-time. This title comes with 12 books
and 1 CD. Text in Traditional Chinese, Pinyin.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789629783778
CHI71352 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

February 2015

children playing traditional games, vendors
selling local snacks ...
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9787551530613
CHI68513 US$15.40(CA$22.00)
铁门胡同
Tie men hu tong
by Dongni Bao
Wulumuqi : 2014. 48 p..
The picture book depicts neighborhoods in
Beijing with iron doors during 1930s. The
objective is to show realistic children's life
of the time.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9787551546621
CHI68514 US$15.40(CA$22.00)

I love Chinese : Simplified (12 Books+1 CD)
Palo Alto, CA : 2015. Paperback
hese 12 introductory books are a perfect starter
set for young learners. All-new topics cover
subjects such as basic greetings/phrases,
shapes, places, tastes, seasons, animals,
insects, sports and more in the same familiar My
First Chinese Words format. The books are
brightly colored, friendly, and have lively
illustrations that appeal to young learners,
making learning Chinese a fun and natural part
of story-time. This title comes with 12 books
and 1 CD. Text in Simplified Chinese, Pinyin.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789629783761
CHI71353 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

水牛儿
Shui niu er
by Dongni Bao
Wulumuqi : 2014. 48 p..
Story happened during the latter part of the
1980s. It presents a simple and honest lifestyle
of the time, plus values of the older generation
of local Beijing people.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9787551546614
CHI68515 US$15.40(CA$22.00)
小金鱼儿
Xiao jin yu er
by Dongni Bao
Wulumuqi : 2014. 48 p..
The funny and lively story describes life in the
1960s, how children enjoy watching goldfish.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9787551546638
CHI68516 US$15.40(CA$22.00)

CHILDREN/BOOK/PICTURE STORY BOOKS:
好孩子愛上學
Hao hai zi ai shang xue
by Yangmama
Xianggang : 2013. 16 p. Paperback
The story is a life lesson. The interesting
pictures and animal characters will entertain
small children. The book is bilingual in Chinese
and English.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789888207190
CHI68501 US$14.00(CA$20.00)

我们的世界
Wo men de shi jie
by Liz Garton Scanlon
Beijing : 2014. 30 p..
"Simplified Chinese translation of 'All the
world', a 2010 Caldecott Honor Book. Pictures
and rhyming text celebrate a family's day spent
going to the beach, shopping at the market,
eating at a restaurant and spending the evening
with the rest of the extended family.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9787505626263
CHI68626 US$17.50(CA$25.00)

跟着姥姥去遛弯儿
Gen zhe lao lao qu liu wan er
by Dongni Bao
Wulumuqi : 2014. 48 p..
The picture book depicts the hustling and
bustling life in Beijing during the 1950s --

在多彩的珊瑚礁 : 中英對照
Zai duo cai de shan hu jiao (CHI/ENG)
by Marianne Berkes
Changsha : 2013. 24 p. Paperback
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Translation of 'Over in the ocean : in a coral
reef'.The coral reef in this book is like a
marine nursery, teeming with mamas and babies!
In the age-old way of kids and fish, children
will count and clap to the rhythm of "Over in
the Meadow" while pufferfish "puff", gruntfish
"grunt" and seahorses "flutter". The colorful
art is fresh and fun-constructed entirely from
polymer clay-and invites young fingers to
fashion fishy forms.
For ages 1~11. ISBN: 9787535893819
CHI68820 US$10.50(CA$15.00)

February 2015

Changsha : 2013. 24 p. Paperback
Translation of: Over in the jungle. A counting
and singing approach for young children to learn
and appreciate the animals of the tropical
rainforest.
For ages 1~11. ISBN: 9787535893826
CHI68824 US$10.50(CA$15.00)
遊戲時間
You xi shi jian
Xianggang : 2014. 12 p..
This touch and feel book is ideal for small
children under three years old.
For ages 1~5. ISBN: 9789620860225
CHI68842 US$12.60(CA$18.00)

在寒冷的北极 : 中英對照
Zai han leng de bei ji (CHI/ENG)
by Marianne Berkes
Changsha : 2013. 24 p. Paperback
Translation of 'Over in the Arctic'. A counting
book in rhyme presents various Arctic animals
and their offspring, from a mother polar bear
and her "little cub one" to an old father wolf
and his "little pups ten." Includes related
facts and activities.
For ages 1~11. ISBN: 9787535893796
CHI68821 US$10.50(CA$15.00)

有一座森林
You yi zuo sen lin
by Elisa Gehin
Taibei : 2014. 40 p..
A long long time ago, there was a bird who lived
in a tree. The bird had a crown, but it felt
lonely all by itself. So, one day, it left its
crown behind, and wanted to leave the tree and
visit other places ... This is an ispirational
story for children.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789861894355
CHI68950 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

在神秘的森林 : 中英對照
Zai shen mi de sen lin (CHI/ENG)
by Marianne Berkes
Changsha : 2013. 24 p. Paperback
Translation of: Over in the forest. A counting
book in rhyme presents various forest animals
and their offspring, from a mother beaver and
her "little kit one" to a father red fox and his
"little kits ten." Includes related facts and
activities.
For ages 1~11. ISBN: 9787535893833
CHI68822 US$10.50(CA$15.00)

神奇的毛線
Shen qi de mao xian (HB)
by Mac Barnett
Taibei : 2014. 48 p..
Traditional Chinese translation of 'Extra yarn',
a 2013 Caldecott Medal:Honor book. With a supply
of yarn that never runs out, Annabelle knits for
everyone and everything in town until an evil
archduke decides he wants the yarn for himself.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789863203926
CHI69171 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

在神奇的澳洲 : 中英對照
Zai shen qi de Aozhou (CHI/ENG)
by Marianne Berkes
Changsha : 2013. 24 p. Paperback
Translation of: Over in Australia. A counting
book in rhyme presents various Australian
animals and their offspring, from a mother
crocodile and her "little hatchling one" to a
huge father emu and his "little chicks ten."
Includes related facts and activities.
For ages 1~11. ISBN: 9787535893802
CHI68823 US$10.50(CA$15.00)

1,2,3到動物園
1,2,3 dao dong wu yuan
by Eric Carle
Taibei : 2014. 32 p..
Joyously colored animals, riding on a train to
the zoo, offer youngsters a first introduction
to numbers, number sets, addition and counting.
A gatefold spread at the back of the book,
featuring the whole wonderful animal train, adds
to the fun!
For ages 1~5. ISBN: 9789577625540
CHI69175 US$17.50(CA$25.00)

在青翠的雨林 : 中英對照
Zai qing cui de yu lin (CHI/ENG)
by Marianne Berkes
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English with Pinyin pronunciation.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9787508526546
CHI69230 US$11.20(CA$16.00)

狐假虎威
Hu jia hu wei
by Yingying Yang
Beijing : 2014. 16 p.. Paperback
Tiger wants Fox to be his dinner, but Fox is
cunning, he lies to Tiger that he is a messenger
sent from heaven. Then because Tiger believes
him, Fox begins to bully other animals in the
jungle. The story reflects those people who take
advantage of other people's power to bully the
less fortunate. Text in Simplified Chinese and
English with Pinyin pronunciation.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9787508526553
CHI69227 US$11.20(CA$16.00)

小猫钓鱼
Xiao mao diao yu
by Yingying Yang
Beijing : 2014. 16 p.. Paperback
Kitten fishes by the river, but he keeps getting
distracted, when a butterfly or a dragonfly
flies by, Kitten goes chasing after it. At the
end, he goes home empty handed. So Mama Cat
teaches Kitten the concept of concentration.
Text in Simplified Chinese and English with
Pinyin pronunciation.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9787508526621
CHI69231 US$11.20(CA$16.00)
鲤鱼跳龙门
Li yu tiao long men
by Yingying Yang
Beijing : 2014. 16 p.. Paperback
A school of little carps begins their journey
toward the Dragon Gate. When they reach there,
they have to leap over the beautiful Gate to
have a happy life. Text in Simplified Chinese
and English with Pinyin pronunciation.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9787508526638
CHI69232 US$11.20(CA$16.00)

小马过河
Xiao ma guo he
by Yingying Yang
Beijing : 2014. 16 p.. Paperback
The story motivates children to use their brain
power to solve problems. Text in Simplified
Chinese and English with Pinyin pronunciation.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9787508526607
CHI69228 US$11.20(CA$16.00)
老虎学艺
Lao hu xue yi
by Yingying Yang
Beijing : 2014. 16 p.. Paperback
Tiger hears that Cat is very good in martial
arts, so he asks Cat to be his teacher. Cat
teaches Tiger a lot of martial arts skills, but
when Tiger thinks that his martial arts is good
enough, he wants to have Cat as his dinner.
Luckily Cat has not taught Tiger all the skills.
Text in Simplified Chinese and English with
Pinyin pronunciation.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9787508526577
CHI69229 US$11.20(CA$16.00)

老鼠嫁女
Lao shu jia nu
by Yingying Yang
Beijing : 2014. 16 p.. Paperback
Mouse Daddy wants to find the best mouse on
earth to be his daughter's groom. After
searching for a long time, he concludes that Cat
is the most powerful one. Text in Simplified
Chinese and English with Pinyin pronunciation.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9787508526584
CHI69233 US$11.20(CA$16.00)
小兔子乖乖
Xiao tu zi guai guai
by Yingying Yang
Beijing : 2014. 16 p.. Paperback
The story teaches children about home safety -should not open the door to strangers. The
Bunnie in the story listens to its mommy and out
smart the big bad wolf. Text in Simplified
Chinese and English with Pinyin pronunciation.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9787508526614
CHI69234 US$11.20(CA$16.00)

龟兔赛跑
Gui tu sai pao
by Yingying Yang
Beijing : 2014. 16 p.. Paperback
Rabbit and Tortoise get into a race. Rabbit
teases the slow Tortoise, and feels confident
that he will win. In the middle of the race,
Rabbit thinks that he can take a nap because he
is so far ahead of Tortoise. But Tortoise does
not give up, he tries his best. When Rabbit
wakes up, Tortoise has already reached the
finish line. Text in Simplified Chinese and
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小蝌蚪找妈妈
Xiao ke dou zhao ma ma
by Yingying Yang
Beijing : 2014. 16 p.. Paperback
Born under a lotus leaf, little Tadpole looks
for its mommy. How does mommy look? Mommy has
four legs, white belly and wears a green jacket
... Should not be too difficult to find. Text in
Simplified Chinese and English with Pinyin
pronunciation.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9787508526591
CHI69235 US$11.20(CA$16.00)
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heritages, such as: Han, Manchu, Miao,
Mongolian, Tibetan, etc. The book's objective is
to help children understand the culture and
tradition of each group. The Weiwuer clan is
also known as the Uighur people. Their fairy
tales involves nature, such as the children of
trees, the secret of spring water, etc.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789888290314
CHI69279 US$19.60(CA$28.00)
繪本中華民族神話: 蒙古族
Hui ben Zhonghua min zu shen hua: Menggu zu
Xianggang : 2014. 88 p.. Paperback
Chinese people actually are made up of different
heritages, such as: Han, Manchu, Miao,
Mongolian, Tibetan, etc. The book's objective is
to help children understand the culture and
tradition of each group. The Menggu clan, also
known as Mongolian, has many interesting fairy
tales, including the creation of humankind.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789888290307
CHI69280 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

繪本中華民族神話: 苗族
Hui ben Zhonghua min zu shen hua: Miao zu
Xianggang : 2014. 80 p.. Paperback
Chinese people actually are made up of different
heritages, such as: Han, Manchu, Miao,
Mongolian, Tibetan, etc. The book's objective is
to help children understand the culture and
tradition of each group. The Miao clan has their
own legend of how people are created.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789888290284
CHI69276 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

繪本中華民族神話: 黎族及傣族
Hui ben Zhonghua min zu shen hua: Li zu ji Tai
zu
Xianggang : 2014. 88 p.. Paperback
Chinese people actually are made up of different
heritages, such as: Han, Manchu, Miao,
Mongolian, Tibetan, etc. The book's objective is
to help children understand the culture and
tradition of each group. The Li and Tai clans
are in southern China. Their legends include a
fairy lake, a peacock princess and a golden
deer.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789888290338
CHI69281 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

繪本中華民族神話: 滿族
Hui ben Zhonghua min zu shen hua: Man zu
Xianggang : 2014. 76 p.. Paperback
Chinese people actually are made up of different
heritages, such as: Han, Manchu, Miao,
Mongolian, Tibetan, etc. The book's objective is
to help children understand the culture and
tradition of each group. The Man clan is also
known as the Manchu people. Their legends have
kind and lovely fairies and princesses.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789888290277
CHI69277 US$19.60(CA$28.00)
繪本中華民族神話: 藏族
Hui ben Zhonghua min zu shen hua: Zang zu
Xianggang : 2014. 88 p.. Paperback
Chinese people actually are made up of different
heritages, such as: Han, Manchu, Miao,
Mongolian, Tibetan, etc. The book's objective is
to help children understand the culture and
tradition of each group. The Zang clan is also
known as the Tibetan people. Their legends have
brave and courageous princes and kings.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789888290291
CHI69278 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

繪本中華民族神話: 漢族
Hui ben Zhonghua min zu shen hua: Han zu 1
Xianggang : 2014. 76 p.. Paperback
Chinese people actually are made up of different
heritages, such as: Han, Manchu, Miao,
Mongolian, Tibetan, etc. The book's objective is
to help children understand the culture and
tradition of each group. Majority of Chinese
belong to the Han clan. This book introduces the
origin of the Han clan. This is vol. 1 of a 3
volumes set.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789888263974
CHI69290 US$17.50(CA$25.00)

繪本中華民族神話: 維吾爾族
Hui ben Zhonghua min zu shen hua: Weiwuer zu
Xianggang : 2014. 88 p.. Paperback
Chinese people actually are made up of different

繪本中華民族神話: 漢族
Hui ben Zhonghua min zu shen hua: Han zu 2
Xianggang : 2014. 80 p.. Paperback
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hinese people actually are made up of different
heritages, such as: Han, Manchu, Miao,
Mongolian, Tibetan, etc. The book's objective is
to help children understand the culture and
tradition of each group. Majority of Chinese
belong to the Han clan. This book introduces the
origin of the Han clan and its classic romantic
love stories. This is vol. 2 of a 3 volumes set.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789888263981
CHI69291 US$17.50(CA$25.00)

February 2015

好忙好忙的小鎮
Hao mang hao mang de xiao zhen
by Richard Scarry
Taibei : 2014. 64 p..
Welcome to Busytown where everyone is on their
way to work. The Busytown grocers stock and sell
fresh food; the bankers keep the money safe; the
doctors and nurses make sure everyone is
healthy; the postal workers collect and deliver
letters; the sanitation workers collect trash
and recyclables; the lumber workers chop trees
to make furniture and houses; and the workers at
the docks, railroads and airports help transport
people and freight.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789863204411
CHI69419 US$25.20(CA$36.00)

繪本中華民族神話: 漢族
Hui ben Zhonghua min zu shen hua: Han zu 3
Xianggang : 2014. Paperback
Chinese people actually are made up of different
heritages, such as: Han, Manchu, Miao,
Mongolian, Tibetan, etc. The book's objective is
to help children understand the culture and
tradition of each group. Majority of Chinese
belong to the Han clan. This book introduces the
origin of the Han clan, plus legends of the Carp
fish leaping over the dragon gate, a dog from
heaven that ate the moon, and the origin of new
year. This is vol. 3 of a 3 volumes set.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789888236398
CHI69292 US$17.50(CA$25.00)

小雨滴 : 書+CD
Xiao yu di (Book+CD)
Taibei : 2014. 16 p..
Children 0-3 are at a crucial age for language
learning and development. Catchy tunes can
encourage children to sing and develop
sensitivity to rhythm and enunciation. There are
eight songs along with a 20-minute long music
CD.
For ages 1~5. ISBN: 9789861614779
CHI69420 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

小老鼠吃月亮
Xiao lao shu chi yue liang (HB)
by Petr Horacek
Taibei : 2014. 30 p..
When Little Mouse wakes one morning, she finds
her dream has come true. Outside her burrow, a
piece of the moon has fallen from the sky and it
smells delicious. But what happens once Little
Mouse has had a little nibble? Enjoy this
beautiful and heart-warming tale from the awardwinning and much-loved Horacek.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789577625502
CHI69414 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

和動物一起學: 顏色
He dong wu yi qi xue: Yan se
Xianggang : 2014. 24 p..
Hey kiddo, come learn colors with our animal
friends! In addition to learning colors, small
children will learn names of animals. Text in
Chinese and English.
For ages 1~11. ISBN: 9789620860720
CHI69455 US$11.20(CA$16.00)
和動物一起學: 數數
He dong wu yi qi xue: Shu shu
Xianggang : 2014. 24 p..
Hey kids, c'mon over, learn how to count with
animal friends. The book teaches small children
to count from 1 to 10, and to learn names of
animals. Text in Chinese and English.
For ages 1~11. ISBN: 9789620860713
CHI69456 US$11.20(CA$16.00)

功夫
Gong fu
by Tangmuniu
Taibei : 2014. 40 p..
The night is dark, the moon is high, bandits are
coming into the village, a mysterious hero saves
three small children and take them away to the
mountains. Everyday, the children insist the
hero to teach them martial arts.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789861614694
CHI69418 US$17.50(CA$25.00)

西瓜籽
Xi gua zi
by Greg Pizzoli
Taibei : 2014. 40 p..
With perfect comic pacing, Greg Pizzoli
introduces us to one funny crocodile who has one
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big fear: swallowing a watermelon seed. What
will he do when his greatest fear is realized?
Will vines sprout out his ears? Will his skin
turn pink? This crocodile has a wild imagination
that kids will love. This is an award-winning
book
For ages 1~5. ISBN: 9789862114414
CHI69640 US$19.60(CA$28.00)
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For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9787504660718
CHI69724 US$14.00(CA$20.00)
睡吧! 像老虎一樣
Shui ba! xiang lao hu yi yang
by Mary Logue
Taibei : 2014. 44 p.
Traditional Chinese translation of 'Sleep Like a
Tiger', winner of the 2013 Caldecott Honor
Award.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789863204381
CHI70310 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

我想要贏!
Wo xiang yao ying!
by Tony Ross
Taibei : 2014. 32 p..
The Little Princess loves to win—and at home
everyone usually lets her. At school, even
though she tries her hardest, it seems she can't
do anything right, but she soon discovers that
winning is much more fun when she really
deserves it!
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789862741535
CHI69644 US$19.60(CA$28.00)
神秘的岛
Shen mi de dao
by Zhongbo Xia
Beijing : 2014. 66 p..
This beautifully illustrated book has a warm and
mysterious story. The characters are: a spider,
a captain, a king and many others. The objective
is about individual talent and friendship. The
book is bilingual in Chinese and English.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9787504664105
CHI69722 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

乘光飛翔:愛因斯坦的故事
Cheng guang fei xiang: Aiyinsitan de gu shi
by Jennifer Berne
Taibei : 2014. 56 p..
Traditional Chinese translation of 'On a beam of
light : a story of Albert Einstein' by Jennifer
Berne and illustrated by Vladimir Radunsky.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789862114643
CHI70347 US$21.00(CA$30.00)
誰拿了我的故事書
Shei na le wo de gu shi shu (HB)
by Helen Docherty
Taibei : 2014. 40 p..
Traditional Chinese translation of 'The
snatchabook', The woodland animals of Burrow
Down are ready for a bedtime story, but where
are the books?
For ages 1~11. ISBN: 9789863380511
CHI70499 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

小企鹅和小冰山
Xiao qi e he xaio bing shan
by Yin Luo
Beijing : 2014. 24 p..
In the south pole lives a group of happy
penguins, but then Little Penguin has to move
with its family. It is very sad to leave its
favorite ice mount, but with dad's help, the
problem is solved. The story is in Chinese and
English.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9787504660701
CHI69723 US$14.00(CA$20.00)

鳥兒
Niao er (HB)
by Germano Zullo
Taibei : 2014. 72 p..
Traditional Chinese translation of 'Little
bird'. A man befriends a little bird and learns
about noticing the small things in life. About
keeping our eyes open for the little ways that
make every day different, unique, and a day to
be treasured.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789577625625
CHI70500 US$18.20(CA$26.00)

寻着脚印回家
Xun zhe jiao yin hui jia
by Dudu
Beijing : 2014. 32 p..
With the help of a little girl, the kitten is
able to go home to its mother. They go to many
wrong places first before the kitten and its
mother reunite. The story is bilingual in
Chinese and English.

奶奶的記憶森林
Nai nai de ji yi sen lin (HB)
by Yongyan Cui
Taibei : 2014. 32 p..
Story of dementia. Little Rabbit loves his
Grandma so much, she knows everything. But
Grandma acts strange thesedays, she keeps
forgetting and mixing things...
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For ages 1~11. ISBN: 9789862419670
CHI70501 US$18.90(CA$27.00)

February 2015

The book is designed and compiled by a team of
educators who care for the learning process and
mental development of children. The bright
colorful pictures and bilingual Chinese/English
text entice children to learn about their common
daily activities. Parents are encouraged to read
the book along with their child(ren).
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789888287468
CHI69946 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

我沒有做家庭作業,因為....
Wo mei you zuo jia ting zuo ye, yin wei... (HB)
by Davide Cali
Taibei : 2014. 40 p..
Traditional Chinese translation of 'I didn't do
my homework because...'. A humorous story about
the absurd excuses for not doing homework.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789862114759
CHI70503 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

Mind Map 圖典: 家庭與身份
Mind Map tu dian: Jia ting yu shen fen
by Weihao Ouyang
Xianggang : 2014. Paperback
The book is designed and compiled by a team of
educators who care for the learning process and
mental development of children. The bright
colorful pictures and bilingual Chinese/English
text entice children to learn about concepts and
common activities. Parents are encouraged to
read the book along with their child(ren).
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789888287451
CHI69947 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

我想變成!
Wo xiang bian cheng! (HB)
by Tony Ross
Taibei : 2014. 32 p..
Translation of 'I want to be!.' In trying to
find out how to grow up, the little princess
gets a different answer from everyone she asks.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789862741689
CHI70753 US$19.60(CA$28.00)
我要開燈!
Wo yao kai deng! (HB)
by Tony Ross
Taibei : 2014. 32 p..
Translation of 'I Want My Light On!.' The Little
Princess begs to have her light left on at
night, not because she is afraid of the dark but
because of the ghosts that appear in the
darkness.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789862741658
CHI70757 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

CHILDREN/BOOK/TRANSLATED
LITERATURE:
我们的世界
Wo men de shi jie
by Liz Garton Scanlon
Beijing : 2014. 30 p..
"Simplified Chinese translation of 'All the
world', a 2010 Caldecott Honor Book. Pictures
and rhyming text celebrate a family's day spent
going to the beach, shopping at the market,
eating at a restaurant and spending the evening
with the rest of the extended family.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9787505626263
CHI68626 US$17.50(CA$25.00)

CHILDREN/BOOK/RESOURCES BOOKS:
職業小百科05: 好孩子做大廚
Zhi ye xiao bai ke5: Hao hai zi zuo da chu
Xianggang : 2014. Paperback
Children can have their ambitions. This is a
career guide for small children, introducing the
food industry and the kinds of work cooks and
chefs do. There are pastry chefs, Chinese
cuisine chef, western cuisine chef ... The book
is bilingual in Chinese and English.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789888287116
CHI69802 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

在多彩的珊瑚礁 : 中英對照
Zai duo cai de shan hu jiao (CHI/ENG)
by Marianne Berkes
Changsha : 2013. 24 p. Paperback
Translation of 'Over in the ocean : in a coral
reef'.The coral reef in this book is like a
marine nursery, teeming with mamas and babies!
In the age-old way of kids and fish, children
will count and clap to the rhythm of "Over in
the Meadow" while pufferfish "puff", gruntfish
"grunt" and seahorses "flutter". The colorful
art is fresh and fun-constructed entirely from
polymer clay-and invites young fingers to

Mind Map 圖典: 一起去旅行
Mind Map tu dian: Yi qi qu lu xing
by Weihao Ouyang
Xianggang : 2014. Paperback
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fashion fishy forms.
For ages 1~11. ISBN: 9787535893819
CHI68820 US$10.50(CA$15.00)

February 2015

有一座森林
You yi zuo sen lin
by Elisa Gehin
Taibei : 2014. 40 p..
A long long time ago, there was a bird who lived
in a tree. The bird had a crown, but it felt
lonely all by itself. So, one day, it left its
crown behind, and wanted to leave the tree and
visit other places ... This is an ispirational
story for children.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789861894355
CHI68950 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

在寒冷的北极 : 中英對照
Zai han leng de bei ji (CHI/ENG)
by Marianne Berkes
Changsha : 2013. 24 p. Paperback
Translation of 'Over in the Arctic'. A counting
book in rhyme presents various Arctic animals
and their offspring, from a mother polar bear
and her "little cub one" to an old father wolf
and his "little pups ten." Includes related
facts and activities.
For ages 1~11. ISBN: 9787535893796
CHI68821 US$10.50(CA$15.00)

神奇的毛線
Shen qi de mao xian (HB)
by Mac Barnett
Taibei : 2014. 48 p..
Traditional Chinese translation of 'Extra yarn',
a 2013 Caldecott Medal:Honor book. With a supply
of yarn that never runs out, Annabelle knits for
everyone and everything in town until an evil
archduke decides he wants the yarn for himself.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789863203926
CHI69171 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

在神秘的森林 : 中英對照
Zai shen mi de sen lin (CHI/ENG)
by Marianne Berkes
Changsha : 2013. 24 p. Paperback
Translation of: Over in the forest. A counting
book in rhyme presents various forest animals
and their offspring, from a mother beaver and
her "little kit one" to a father red fox and his
"little kits ten." Includes related facts and
activities.
For ages 1~11. ISBN: 9787535893833
CHI68822 US$10.50(CA$15.00)

1,2,3到動物園
1,2,3 dao dong wu yuan
by Eric Carle
Taibei : 2014. 32 p..
Joyously colored animals, riding on a train to
the zoo, offer youngsters a first introduction
to numbers, number sets, addition and counting.
A gatefold spread at the back of the book,
featuring the whole wonderful animal train, adds
to the fun!
For ages 1~5. ISBN: 9789577625540
CHI69175 US$17.50(CA$25.00)

在神奇的澳洲 : 中英對照
Zai shen qi de Aozhou (CHI/ENG)
by Marianne Berkes
Changsha : 2013. 24 p. Paperback
Translation of: Over in Australia. A counting
book in rhyme presents various Australian
animals and their offspring, from a mother
crocodile and her "little hatchling one" to a
huge father emu and his "little chicks ten."
Includes related facts and activities.
For ages 1~11. ISBN: 9787535893802
CHI68823 US$10.50(CA$15.00)

小老鼠吃月亮
Xiao lao shu chi yue liang (HB)
by Petr Horacek
Taibei : 2014. 30 p..
When Little Mouse wakes one morning, she finds
her dream has come true. Outside her burrow, a
piece of the moon has fallen from the sky and it
smells delicious. But what happens once Little
Mouse has had a little nibble? Enjoy this
beautiful and heart-warming tale from the awardwinning and much-loved Horacek.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789577625502
CHI69414 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

在青翠的雨林 : 中英對照
Zai qing cui de yu lin (CHI/ENG)
by Marianne Berkes
Changsha : 2013. 24 p. Paperback
Translation of: Over in the jungle. A counting
and singing approach for young children to learn
and appreciate the animals of the tropical
rainforest.
For ages 1~11. ISBN: 9787535893826
CHI68824 US$10.50(CA$15.00)
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好忙好忙的小鎮
Hao mang hao mang de xiao zhen
by Richard Scarry
Taibei : 2014. 64 p..
Welcome to Busytown where everyone is on their
way to work. The Busytown grocers stock and sell
fresh food; the bankers keep the money safe; the
doctors and nurses make sure everyone is
healthy; the postal workers collect and deliver
letters; the sanitation workers collect trash
and recyclables; the lumber workers chop trees
to make furniture and houses; and the workers at
the docks, railroads and airports help transport
people and freight.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789863204411
CHI69419 US$25.20(CA$36.00)
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乘光飛翔:愛因斯坦的故事
Cheng guang fei xiang: Aiyinsitan de gu shi
by Jennifer Berne
Taibei : 2014. 56 p..
Traditional Chinese translation of 'On a beam of
light : a story of Albert Einstein' by Jennifer
Berne and illustrated by Vladimir Radunsky.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789862114643
CHI70347 US$21.00(CA$30.00)
我想變成!
Wo xiang bian cheng! (HB)
by Tony Ross
Taibei : 2014. 32 p..
Translation of 'I want to be!.' In trying to
find out how to grow up, the little princess
gets a different answer from everyone she asks.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789862741689
CHI70753 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

西瓜籽
Xi gua zi
by Greg Pizzoli
Taibei : 2014. 40 p..
With perfect comic pacing, Greg Pizzoli
introduces us to one funny crocodile who has one
big fear: swallowing a watermelon seed. What
will he do when his greatest fear is realized?
Will vines sprout out his ears? Will his skin
turn pink? This crocodile has a wild imagination
that kids will love. This is an award-winning
book
For ages 1~5. ISBN: 9789862114414
CHI69640 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

我要開燈!
Wo yao kai deng! (HB)
by Tony Ross
Taibei : 2014. 32 p..
Translation of 'I Want My Light On!.' The Little
Princess begs to have her light left on at
night, not because she is afraid of the dark but
because of the ghosts that appear in the
darkness.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789862741658
CHI70757 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

我想要贏!
Wo xiang yao ying!
by Tony Ross
Taibei : 2014. 32 p..
The Little Princess loves to win—and at home
everyone usually lets her. At school, even
though she tries her hardest, it seems she can't
do anything right, but she soon discovers that
winning is much more fun when she really
deserves it!
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789862741535
CHI69644 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

CHILDREN/BOOK/READERS, RIDDLES,
RHYMES:
夏天的童话
Xia tian de tong hua
by Bo Jin
Beijing : 2014. 96 p.. Paperback
The book consists of popular or award-winning
children's stories of present time.
Illustrations are traditional Chinese watercolor paintings. Stories are related to the four
seasons, and each story has pinyin pronunctions.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9787122193438
CHI68780 US$14.00(CA$20.00)

睡吧! 像老虎一樣
Shui ba! xiang lao hu yi yang
by Mary Logue
Taibei : 2014. 44 p.
Traditional Chinese translation of 'Sleep Like a
Tiger', winner of the 2013 Caldecott Honor
Award.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9789863204381
CHI70310 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

春天的童话
Chun tian de tong hua
by Bo Jin
Beijing : 2014. 96 p.. Paperback
Interesting stories and beautiful pictures to
foster kindness and wisdom in children -- all
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the stories are from popular or award-winning
authors of present time. Pinyin pronunciations
are provided.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9787122192615
CHI68781 US$14.00(CA$20.00)

February 2015

and actions have made their way into familiar
idioms in everyday language. By reading this
book, you get to learn about Chinese traditional
values, many of which are still being observed
by Chinese today. Text in Simplified Chinese,
English, Pinyin.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9781606033043
CHI71354 US$28.00(CA$40.00)

冬天的童话
Dong tian de tong hua
by Bo Jin
Beijing : 2014. 96 p.. Paperback
From these season related stories, children will
learn to be kind. All the stories are from
popular or award-winning writers of present
time. Illustrations are beautiful traditional
Chinese paintings of water color. Pinyin
pronunctions are included.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9787122192400
CHI68782 US$14.00(CA$20.00)
秋天的童话
Qiu tian de tong hua
by Hongbo Gao
Beijing : 2014. 96 p.. Paperback
Children will appreciate these interesting
season relating stories along with beautiful
pictures of traditional Chinese watercolor. All
the stories are by well know or award-winning
writers of present time. Pinyin pronunctions are
provided.
For ages 6~11. ISBN: 9787122193506
CHI68783 US$14.00(CA$20.00)
小雨滴 : 書+CD
Xiao yu di (Book+CD)
Taibei : 2014. 16 p..
Children 0-3 are at a crucial age for language
learning and development. Catchy tunes can
encourage children to sing and develop
sensitivity to rhythm and enunciation. There are
eight songs along with a 20-minute long music
CD.
For ages 1~5. ISBN: 9789861614779
CHI69420 US$19.60(CA$28.00)
三国演义 = The Three Kingdoms (2 v., E/C)
San guo yan yi = The Three Kingdoms (2 v., E/C)
Palo Alto, CA : 2015. 264 p. Paperback
The Three Kingdoms has been a popular historical
novel in China for centuries. It tells the story
of the rise and fall of the Kingdoms of Wei, Shu
and Wu during the waning years of the Han
Dynasty. Characters portrayed in this novel have
become folk heroes whose deeds are sung by
generations of Chinese through such literary
genres as drama and opera. Their personalities
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